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TOSS-UP

ESU #11 Elementary Quiz Bowl

Round Number 1

BONUS

1  Maps

What lines on globes and world maps are parallel?

lines of latitude

2  Sunlight

In relation to sunlight, for what does UV stand?

1  Novel Chapters

These are chapters in what novel?
Down the Rabbit-Hole

The Pool of Tears

A Caucus Race

Advice from a Caterpillar
A Mad Tea-Party

The Queen's Croquet-Ground

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2  Forest Climates

In what type of forest is it hot and humid all year
around?

ultraviolet

3  Turtle Ratios

In a certain tank, there were 260 girl turtles and
240 boy turtles. Determine the ratio of the boy
turtles to the turtle total in the tank.

tropical rain forest

3  Sales

In what kind of sale might you hear these words?
Who will bid 5? I hear 5. How about 10 - 10?

There's a 10. Now how about 15?

12 to 13

4  Rotation

The velocity of the Earth's rotation gradually
decreases from about 1600 kilometers per hour at
the equator to zero at what two sites?

auction

4  Gases

What gas comprises about 21% of the atmosphere?

poles (North and South Polel

5  Poems

Complete the last line in this verse.

Last night I saw upon the stair
A little man who wasn't there.

He wasn't there again today,
Oh how...

oxvaen

5  Silent Letters

What is the last word with a silent letter in "The

Pledge of Allegiance"?

I wish he'd go awav justice



TOSS-UP

ESU #11 Elementary Quiz Bowl

Round Number 1

BONUS

6  Ancient Fables

In the Aesop fable, the fox decided that what fruits
he could not reach were probably sour?

6  Quadrilaterals

A rectangular piece of plywood is 15 inches long.
If the perimeter of the board is 50 inches, what is
its width?

grapes

7  Stamps

A postage stamp issued in 1952 depicts what
woman presenting a new flag to George

Washington, Robert Morris, and George Ross?

1 0

7  National Regions

These are provinces of what country?
Sinkiang, Szechwan, Honan, Hunan, Yunnan

Betsy Ross

8  Life on Earth

What kind of primates lived at the same time that

dinosaurs were roaming about?

China

8  Parks

Name the public park in Chicago which features
sculptures of the Tin Man, the Cowardly Lion, the
Scarecrow, Toto, and Dorothy?

none

9  Philately Math

In Phil's stamp collection, he has 240 European
stamps and 320 United States stamps. What is the
ratio of European to American stamps?

3 to 4

1 0 Explorers

What Portuguese sailor in Spanish employ found
the strait that now bears his name at the southern

end of South America?

Oz Park

9  Poems

What poem by Edward Lear Includes these
phrases?
-and plenty of money

-where the Bong-Tree grows
-a Piggy-wig stood
-slices of quince
-with a runcible spoon

-by the light of the moon
The Owl and the Pussvcat

1 0 Election Time Periods

Name the fixed period for which a person is elected
to a public office.

Magellan term



TOSS-UP

ESU #11 Elementary Quiz Bowl

Round Number 1

BONUS

1 1 British Villages

In the poem, three wise people of what village in
Nottinghamshire went to sea in a bowl and had the
bowl been stronger, their tale would have been
longer?

1 1 Continents

What continent is between New Guinea and

Antarctica?

Gotham

1 2 Congressionai Leaders

In 1775, what man known for his large signature
on the Declaration of Independence was elected
president of the Second Continental Congress?

Australia

1 2 Adjectives

What is the last adjective in the first verse of
"America the Beautiful"?

John Hancock shining



TOSS-UP

ESU #11 Elementary Quiz Bowl

Round Number 2
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1  Fantasy Dialogue

What character says this to Henny Penny?

The sky is falling and I must run to tell the
lion about it.

1  Archipelagos

Tristan da Cunha is the most remote inhabited

archipelago in the world. Since it is 1500 miles
from South Africa and 2000 miles from Argentina,
it must lie in which ocean?

Chicken Little

2  Platitudes

What verb is missing in each of these platitudes?

You don't •— people like that in your life.
You to believe in yourself.
You just to get over it.

You -— some sleep.

Atlantic Ocean

2  Continents

The name of what continent does not contain the

letter "A"?

3  References

In what type of reference is this entry found?

obliterate -

cover up, conceal, eliminate, demolish,
expunge, wipe out, censor, delete

need Europe

3  Light

if it takes 1.3 seconds for light to reflect from the
Moon to the Earth, and it take 8 minutes, 20

seconds for light from the Sun to reach Earth, the
Sun is about how many times farther away?

thesaurus

4  Snakebite

Water moccasins and copperheads account for
about one-third of the snakebites in the U.S. What

group of snakes accounts for most of the rest?

385 (or 384)

4  Digit Combos

What is the total number of 2-digit numbers in
which the sum of the digits equals 5?

rattlesnakes

5  The Armed Forces

What division of the U.S. armed forces is

responsible for law enforcement, marine safety,
pollution control, and aid to vessels in distress?

5  Peso Problems

Pablo had a pile of pesos. He purchased a
pre-owned Porsche with 3/4 of them and spent the
rest on a Picasso print, if the print cost 20,000
pesos, how many pesos were In Pablo's original
pile?

Coast Guard 80.000



TOSS-UP
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6  Gid Species

While humans have only been around for about

three million years, the horseshoe crab has been

swimming about pretty much unchanged for 133
times longer, or how long, to the nearest hundred
million years?

400

7  Legends

What first name completes this Shel Silverstein
verse?

He rode through the woods on a big blue ox,
He had fists as hard as choppin' blocks.
Five hundred pounds and nine feet tall,
that's ...

6  Botanical Songs

This is a verse from a song with a title that
includes the name of what deciduous tree bearing
sweet edible fruit?

This is the way we wash our face

Wash our face, wash our face

This is the way we wash our face
So early in the morning.

mulberry

7  Fantasies

This is from what British novel?

in every job that must be done,

There is an element of fun.

You find the fun, and the job's a game.

Paul

8  Memorials

Whose name is missing from this inscription on a
Washington, D.C. memorial?
IN THIS TEMPLE

AS IN THE HEARTS OF THE PEOPLE

FOR WHOM HE SAVED THE UNION

THE MEMORY OF

IS ENSHRINED FOREVER.

Abraham Lincoln

9  Homonyms

What word has these meanings?
-the principal tonality of a musical work
-a low offshore island

-a stone In the crown of an arch

-a means of access or control

-a part of a basketball court

-a means of decoding a cipher
-a set of answers to a test

key

1 0 Forms of Drama

In what kind of play, performed behind a

translucent curtain, do you see only the shapes of
the opaque objects behind it?

Marv Poppins

8  Beasts in Books

In the Harry Potter stories, what kind of creature

is Crookshanks?

cat

9  Tides

Land tides exist on every solid object in the

universe If it is near another large object. On the
other hand, ocean tides exist only on what planet?

Earth

1 0 Glaciers

When a glacier meets a seacoast, its leading edge

lifts and floats in the water. Name the chunks of

Ice that break away into the water.

shadow plav icebergs
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1 1 Parts of Speech

What part of speech is used most frequently in this
statement by Daniel Webster?

The Law: It has honored us, may we honor it.

1 1 Fictional Characters

What character utters these words in a novel?

As for you, my galvanized friend, you want a
heart. You don't know how lucky you are not

to have one. Hearts will never be practical

until they can be made unbreakable.

pronoun

1 2 Rulers

What is the title of a female ruler of an empire?

Wizard of Oz

1 2 Allusions

The title of this article about Shaquille O'Neal's
15,000 square foot home alludes to what poem?
This is the House that Shaq Built

empress The House that Jack Built
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Round Number 3

BONUS

1  American Geography

The American capital city is adjacent to what

river?

Potomac River

2  Bestsellers

Christopher Paolini became a bestselling author at
the age of 19 with the publication of what novel
about a boy who raises a dragon named Saphira?

1  Weather Poetry

This poem is about what weather phenomenon?
Leaves stood still, and our hearts stood still,

But the sky was a-boil with clouds,
A coppery wrack, and the greenish black
Of shrouds.

We dove for shelter and none too soon.

The universe swayed and swirled,

And the monstrous horn of a unicorn

Gored the world. tornado

2  Torture

This is from what kind of reference?

torture - the infliction of pain on one held
captive to obtain information. Something
intensely annoying. To twist into an abnormal
form.

Eraoon

3  Capital Cities

Identify either of two U.S. capital cities whose

names begin with the name of a month.

dictionarv folossarvl

3  Syllogisms

What is the conclusion of this bit of reasoning?
Any friend of yours is a friend of mine.

You are friends with everyone on the swim team.
Matilda is on the swim team.

Therefore ...

Juneau. Augusta

4  Birds

These are varieties of what flightless birds?
chinstrap, gentoo, Galapagos, royal, macaroni,
Humboldt, Magellanic, southern rockhopper,
Adelie, king, emperor

Matilda is a friend of mine.

4  Numbers

How many million the there in a trillion?

penguins

5  Tall Tales

Slue-Foot Sue's wedding plans were interrupted
when she insisted on riding what horse?

a million

5  Clever Epitaphs

What word completes this epitaph?
Stranger tread
This ground with gravity.
Dentist Brown

Is filling his last ...

Widowmaker for Lightning) cavitv
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6  Mythical Loads

Name the mythical being condemned to eternally

bear the celestial sphere on his shoulders.

6  Native American Artwork

Name the monumental sculptures that Native
Americans of the Pacific Northwest carved from

tree trunks.

Atlas

7  Thermoregulation

Although a dog has few sweat glands, it can still
lower its body temperature through what
respiratory behavior?

totem poles

7  Fantasies

In "The Tale of Desperaux," what kind of animal is
the leading character?

panting

8  Fantasy Dogs

Name the watchdog in "The Phantom Tollbooth"

with a clock in its side that accompanies Milo to
Dictionopolis and Digitopolis.

mouse

8  Seals

On the obverse side of the Great Seal of the United

States, what projectiles are symbolic of the 13
original states?

Tock

9  Planets

What is the last letter of the alphabet that is found
in the name of any of the eight planets of our solar
system?

arrows

9  Coasts

Which state east of the Mississippi has the longest
coastline?

Florida

1 0 History of Medicine

Early in the first century A.D., the Roman Aulus

Celsus recommended treating fractures with
bandages stiffened with starch. Today, what are
such bandages called?

1 0 Animal Analogies

What are the last words in this verse?

The cry of a cat's a meow.
And an oink is the meow of a hog,

And a moo is the oink of a cow,

And a bark is the ...

casts moo of a dog
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1 1 Waterways

Name the deep part of a waterway.

1 1 Asian Cities

What is the nationality of most people living in
Madras, Calcutta, Agra, and New Delhi?

channel

1 2 Art Forms

What relatively large, massed produced, printed
art form that is typically fastened to a wail is used
for announcing upcoming events or promoting
movies or concerts?

Indian

1 2 Poems

What is the first line of the Siiverstein poem that

continues as follows?

Collected bit of string.

Collected dolls with broken heads

And rusty bells that would not ring.
Pieces out of picture puzzles,
Ben-up nails and ice cream sticks,

Twist of wires, worn out tires,
poster Paper bags and broken hrlnksHector the Collector



TOSS-UP

ESU #11 Elementary Quiz Bowl

Round Number 4

BONUS

1  Bird Etymology

The name for what long-legged wading bird comes
from the Latin word "flamma" meaning "flame"?

1  References

This is an entry from what kind of dictionary?
-question-

cession, aggression, freshen, recession,
Hessian, congestion, session. Indigestion

flamingo

2  Continents

What continent is home to the world's largest city
by population, the world's largest peninsula, the
world's richest country, the world's largest
country, and the world's highest mountain?

rhyming dictionary

2  Oklahoma History

Oklahoma was a territory of what European nation
until the Louisiana Purchase?

Asia

3  Useful Elements

What element found near yolcanic vents is used in

gunpowder, drugs, and fertilizer?

France

3  Kennings

"Eye rain" is a kenning for what clear, salty liquid
secretions?

sulfur

4  Wordplay

These lines illustrate what form of wordplay?
I saw a kitten eating chicken in the kitchen.
I thought I thought of thinking of thanking you.
I wish to wash my Irish wristwatch.

I saw Susie sitting in a shoeshine shop.

tears

4  Landforms

What carved the hanging valleys in Yosemite
National Park?

tonoue twisters (or alliteration^

5  Fictional Characters

Beverly Cleary created a dog named Ribsy and
young boy of Portland, Oregon, named Henry who?

glaciers

5  Money Problems

You have a dollar and a dime to buy a dart and a

date, if the dart is a dollar more than the date,

what is the cost of the dart?

Huggins $1.05
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ESU #11 Elementary Quiz Bowl

Round Number 4

BONUS

6  Music Notation

Compiete this mnemonic for helping people
memorize the spaces on the bass clef.
All Cows ...

6  Sensation

Terms such as reek, stench, aroma, scent, and
malodor relate to what kind of sensation?

7  U.S. Officials

The top officials in which branch of U.S.

government are not elected?

Eat Grass smell

7  Topo Maps

The base contour at the foot of a slope is 1100 feet.
If the contour interval on the map is 20 feet, what
elevation is represented by the fourth contour line
above the base?

judicial branch

8  Grammar

Grammatically speaking, these are ail examples of
what?

you've

I'll

aren't

Where's

she'd

contractions

9  A Question about Questions

If you had 200,000 academic competition
questions and you could somehow maintain reading

and answering them at the rate of three per minute
and you kept this rate up ceaselessly for eight
hours per day, to the nearest ten, how many days
would it take you to get through all of them?

1180 feet

8  Bullies

Bugs Meany is the bully who tries to thwart Leroy
Brown in what series of stories by Donald Sobol?

Encvclopedia Brown

9  Optics

The degree to which binoculars or a telescope can
increase the size of a faraway object is called its
what?

140

1 0 State Sectors

What subdivision of a state might include a number
of cities, towns, and villages?

power

1 0 Meteorological Instruments

Creative versions of what instrument designed to
show wind direction often adorn the tops of barns?

countv (parish, borouahl weather fwindl vane
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1 1 Bites

Common to all venomous reptiles are what kind of
teeth that inject venom?

1 1 Reciprocals

What is the reciprocal of 2 1/3?

fangs

1 2 U.S. Geography

Name the northeasternmost New England state.

3/7

1 2 Volume Measures

Since there are 8 pints in a gallon and each pint
equals 2 cups, how many cups are there in a 10
gallon jug of lemonade?

Maine 1 60
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1  Topographical Maps

A point on a contour line of a topographical map
has an elevation of 2900 feet. What is the

elevation of another point two miles to the south
through which that same line passes?

1  Speed Problems

A boat is sailing north at ten miles per hour
relative to the water. Since the water is in a river

flowing north at seven miles per hour, what is the
speed of the boat relative to the shore?

2900 feet

2  Mongol Armies

Genghis Khan organized his forces with ten men to
a squad, ten squads to a company, ten companies to
a regiment, and ten regiments to a tumen. So, how
many men were in a tumen?

17 miles per hour

2  Groups of People

What is the term for a group that does not have the
most votes in an election or a group that contains
fewer people than larger groups?

1Q.QQ0

3  Forces

What force holds the gas molecules in the

atmosphere close to the Earth?

minority

3  Canine Malaproplsms

What word should have been used in this

statement?

As I recall, Lassie was a collier.

gravitv

4  Context Clues

The context clues in this example clarify the
meaning of what word?
There are many kinds of phobias including the
fear of mirrors, the fear of responsibility, and
the fear of cockroaches.

collie

4  Poems

What two words complete this verse?
Imagine if your precious nose
were sandwiched in between your toes.

That clearly would not be a treat,
for you'd be forced to smell ...

phobias

5  Energy History

Early civilizations first mastered the intentional
use of what source of energy?

vQur feet

5  Suffixes

What two-letter suffix that means "like" or

"related to" may be added to these words?
hero, poet, Goth, meteor, period

wood ffirel -1 c
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6  The Moon

The loose, unconsolidated material on the Moon on

top of the bedrock consists of rock fragments and
glassy particles, and was probably produced by the
bombardment of the lunar surface by what?

6  Borrowed Words

These words were borrowed from what language?
tsunami, tempura, sumo, bonsai, dojo

meteorites

7  Animals in Poems

What kind of animal is missing in this excerpt
from a Lewis Carroll poem?

"Will you walk a little faster?" said a whiting

to a snail,

"There's a —- close behind us and he's

treading on my tail."

Japanese

7  Literary Genres

These are examples of what nonfictional literary
form?

Bill Cosby: America's Most Famous Father
Charles Darwin: Revolutionary Biologist

Lost Star: The Story of Amelia Earhart

porpoise

8  U.S. Geography

What is the collective name for those states lying
east of Washington, Oregon, and California, and
west of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,

Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas?

biographies

8  Colonial Trade

The fur industry was one of the first enterprises
to develop in the New World. It was primarily
based on pelts of what animal?

Rocky Mountain States

9  Months

To what month was Ovid referring when he said, "I
have come to the fourth month, full of honor for

you"?

beaver

9  Soldiers

During the Middle Ages, the European soldiers who
fought for the king and lords were called what?

April

1 0 Log Cabin Lore

The log cabins built by American pioneers usually
had their doors facing what cardinal direction to
help capture sunlight and heat during the winter
months?

kniohts

1 0 Scientific Speculations

Name the colonial leader who speculated that, with
an iron rod sharpened to a point at the end,
"electrical fire would be drawn out of a cloud

silently, before it could come near enough to
strike."

south Benjamin Franklin
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1 1 The Phantom Tollbooth

In "The Phantom Toilbooth," Mllo heads off to

Dictionopolis, listens to the Whether Man, passes
through Expectations, and becomes very drowsy as
his car also tires. A distant voice informs him that

he is surrounded by Lethargians who dwell in what
place?

1 1 American Government

The Articles of Confederation were adopted in
1781 but were replaced in 1787 by what other
document?

the Doldrums

1 2 Ciphers

These are examples of what markings used in the
Old West?

Man in the Moon

Crazy Three

Window Sash

Rocking H
Drag 7

U.S. Constitution

1 2 Energy

What kind of energy Is expressed in
kilowatt-hours?

brands electrical enerov
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1  Unusual Characters

This is about what Hogwarts ghost?
He seized his left ear and pulled. His
whole head swung off his neck and fell
onto his shoulder as if it was on a hinge.
Someone had obviously tried to behead him,

but had not done it properly.

1  Alphabetizing

It the words in this line are alphabetized, which
one comes last?

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.

Nearly Headless Nick (Sir Nicholas^

2  Rocket Launches

NASA scientists launched small rockets with metal

balls on their tips into clouds just prior to some
space shuttle launches. What were they trying to
trigger?

Piper

2  Dragons

According to Ogden Nash, what dragon had big sharp
teeth, spikes on top of him and scales underneath, a
mouth like a fireplace, a chimney for a nose, and
realio, trulio, daggers on his toes?

lightnino

3  Cartography History

In what century did cartographers first separate
the continents of America and Asia by an ocean?

Custard

3  Sculptures

What is the common name for an anthropomorphic

sculpture made from hexagonal crystals of frozen,
precipitated dihydrogen oxide?

16th century MSOQs^

4  Weekdays

Name the day that is as many days away from
Thursday as it is from Monday.

snowman

4  International Relations

In late 2017, the United States announced that it

would begin the process of moving its embassy
from Tel Aviv to what city?

Saturday

5  Snow

Although they all appear to be unique, every
snowflake has how many sides or arms?

Jerusalem

5  Terms In Lowest Terms

In lowest terms, the term of office for a member of

the House of Representatives is what fraction of a
decade?

1 /5
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6  Ancient Greek Astronomy

In ancient Greece, Plato arranged celestial objects
into eight spheres surrounding Earth with the
fixed stars In sphere 8, Saturn in sphere 7, and
Jupiter in sphere 6. What object did he place in
sphere 1?

6  Monarchs

What is the title of the son of a monarch?

the Moon

7  Dimensions

Name the dimension in which events can be ordered

from the past through the present to the future.

prince

7  Syllabication

How many syllables are in this line?
Silence is golden but duct tape is silver.

time

8  Animal Poems

What animal is missing in these lines from a Shel
Silverstein poem?

There's a —-

In our Frigidaire.

He likes it 'cause It's cold in there.

With his seat in the meat

And his face in the fish

And his big hairy paws
In the buttery dish. polar bear

9  Economics Vocabulary

What is the term for the paper money in
circulation in any country?

11

8  Mysteries

What is the collective name of the children created

by Gertrude Chandler Warner who appear in these
mysteries?

The Lighthouse Mystery
The Yellow House Mystery
Mystery Ranch

Blue Bay Mystery
The Woodshed Mystery

Boxcar Children

9  Cooking Wordplay

What form of wordplay is used in these lines?
The Pillsbury Doughboy is my roll model.
If we got rid of all the margarine, the world
would be a butter place.

A fake noodle is an impasta.

currencv

1 0 Sound Math

In dry air, sound travels about 343 meters per

second. To the nearest hundred meters per second,
how fast does sound travel in steel if that speed Is
about 13 times faster?

pun

1 0 Magical Kingdoms

In a novel by Katherine Paterson, Jesse Aarons and
Leslie Burke create what magical forest kingdom?

4500 Terabithia
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1 1 Multi-use Words

What word has these meanings?

-a horny rib that stiffens insect wings
-a conducting organ in a plant leaf
-a long branching mineral deposit
-a temporary attitude
-a long strip of color in marble
-a tube that carries blood

vein

1 2 Pianets

What is one complete trip of a planet around the
Sun called?

1 1 Oceanography

What might an oceanographer describe as a moving
deposit of material between land and water?

beach

1 2 Weed Etymology

Before the 16th century in England, it was called
the "lion's tooth." But then they began to use the
French name for this weed "dent-de-lion." What

is this common weed?

a revolution (an orbltl dandelion
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1  Birds

What large marine bird has an expandable pouch
attached to the lower portion of its bill?

pelican

2  Animal Tales

These books all feature what kind of animals?

"Into the Wild" by Erin Hunter
"Tailchaser's Song" by Tad Williams
"Ratha's Creature" by Clare Bell
"The Case of Jack the Nipper" by H.L Stephens
"Stray" by A.N. Wilson

"The Mouse Butcher" by Dick King-Smith
"Felldae" by Akif Pirincci

cats

3  Play Characters

In what play is the pirate Hook?

1  Figures of Speech

John Updike used what figure of speech in this
poem about rain?

The window screen

is trying to do
its crossword puzzle
but appears to know
only vertical words.

personification

2  Number Order

In Roman numerals, you write I before III but
after IV. You write II after IV but before I. You

write V after II but before III. Since V is not the

third numeral, in what order are these numerals

from left to right?

IV II I V

3  Novels

This line is from what British novel?

So Mowgli went away and hunted with the four
cubs in the jungle from that day on.

Peter Pan

4  Pronouns

Name either of the two demonstrative pronouns
used throughout the poem about the house that Jack
built.

The Jungle Book

4  Pyramid Measures

The Great Pyramid built for the pharaoh Cheops
consists of 2,500,000 stone blocks, each with an

average weight of 6,000 pounds. Express in tons
the total weight of this structure.

this, that

5  The Equator

The equator divides the Earth into what two
hemispheres?

7.5 million f7.500.OOP)

5  Animals

What African mammal stands about 8 feet at the

shoulders and can be about 18 feet to the top of its

head?

Northern and Southern hemispheres giraffe
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6  South America

What two South American countries extend closest

to Antarctica?

6  Landforms

What landform is occupied by Baja California and
Florida?

Argentina. Chile

7  Sales Venues

A type of bazaar where local growers sell their

agricultural products directly to consumers Is
known as what kind of market?

peninsula

7  Reciprocals

What Is the reciprocal of 23/97?

farmer's market

8  Agreements

In what kind of agreement does each side get part of

what it wants and give up part of what it wants?

compromise

9  Fantasies

This dialogue is from what novel?
"Who have our fighters been?" Calvin asked.
"Oh, you must know them, dear," Mrs. Whatsit

said and Mrs. Who's spectacles shone out at

them triumphantly.

97/23

8  Sentences

What broad classification of sentences has these

functions?

-to present a wish or request
-to offer an invitation

-to give instructions
-to give directions

-to give a command

imperative sentence

9  Rivers

Name the major north-flowing river of Africa.

A Wrinkle in Time

1 0 Structures

What consists of over two million stone blocks,

each weighing two and one-half tons, and was built
nearly 5000 years ago by Khufu at Giza?

1 0 Skeletal System

What bones protect the heart, lungs, and other
internal organs of the thorax?

a pyramid (the Great Pvramid^ ribs
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1 1 Novel Characters

In the story by E.B. White, Stuart Little appears In
every way to be what kind of creature?

1 1 Time

What is the American equivalent of British
summer time and Central European summer time?

mouse (rat)

1 2 Ecology

Groundhogs and bears eat a great deal of food during
the warm months in preparation for a long
winter's sleep called what?

davlight savinc time

1 2 Word Use

These words can all be used as what two parts of
speech?

curve, rhyme, demand, influence, mistake

hibernation nouns, verbs
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1  Governments

What name for a group of about three hundred

rulers in the Roman Republic is also used for one
of the houses of the U.S. legislative branch?

1  Centuries

During what century did the worst devastation of
San Francisco occur because of an earthquake and
fire?

Senate

2  Geography of Latin America

What republic occupies the isthmus connecting
Central and South America?

2Qth centurv

2  Westward Expansion

For those who advocated the "manifest destiny"
philosophy, what was the natural western border
of the United States?

Panama

3  Taking a Peek

Reminiscent of a male goose, to take a look at
something is to have a what?

gander

4  The Moon

Name the round depressions visible on the Moon's

surface.

Pacific Ocean

3  Extended Spoonerisms

This is the beginning of a spoonerized version of
what fairy tale?
Tunce upon a wyme there was a gung yirl who

lived in a call smottage with two sisty uglers
who were mooi and crean and made her do all

the wouse hirk. Dun way, the ling of the

canned decided to bold a hall so his son, the

pransome hince, could bruise a chide.
Cinderella

4  Islands

These islands are in what sea?

Hispaniola
Grenada

Puerto Rico

Jamaica

craters

5  Kitchen Appliances

What kind of oven uses radiation in the short-wave

region of the spectrum to cook food or gremlins?

Caribbean

5  Word Categories

What category of words is illustrated by these
pairs?

important - trivial

free - captive

hero ■ coward

generous - stingy
float - sink

microwave antonyms
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6  Legends

Legend has it that the wife of the Emperor Leizu
was having tea when a certain cocoon feli into her
tea and unraveied into fibers which she realized

couid be combined to form threads in what vaiuable

textile?

6  Historic Auto Races

In 1895, In the world's first real automobile race,

Emiie Levassor completed the 732-miie course
from Paris to Bordeau and back to Paris in 49

hours. To the nearest mph, what was his average
speed?

silk

7  Time Measurement

What device for measuring time depends on
shadows?

1 5

7  Wonders

What wonders of the ancient world consist of

millions of stone blocks mostly weighing more
than two tons each?

sundial

8  The Declaration

In 1776, the Continental Congress selected five
men to draft a declaration of independence. While
Thomas Jefferson of Virginia did the lion's share of
the work, the four others were John Adams of

Massachusetts, Roger Sherman of Connecticut,
Robert Livingston of New York, and what

representative of Pennsylvania?

Beniamin Franklin

9  Geographic Nicknames

These are the nicknames of cities in what state?

Razor Clam Capital
King Crab Capital

Eagle Capital of America
Halibut Capital of the World
King Salmon Capital of the World

pvramids

8  Optics

What is the term for optically enlarging the
appearance of something?

maonificatlon

9  Historical Rhymes

This was a popular rhyme among the soldiers of
what country?
As for their King John Hancock
And Adams, if they're taken,

Their heads for signs shall hang on high
Upon that hiii called Beacon.

Alaska

1 0 Sets

What kind of set consists of mammals with scales,

aircraft that have exceeded the speed of light, and
successful perpetual motion machines?

England

1 0 Populations

There were about 250 million of these creatures

in 1 A.D. There were 500 million in 1500. Their

world population in 2000 was over 6 billion.
Name them.

emptv (null, voidi set humans fpeopie^
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1 1 Bird Allusions

What bird is associated with wisdom?

1 1 Parts of Speech

In these examples, the first word in each phrase
functions as what part of speech?
football coach

painting exhibition
automobile race

love story

owl

1 2 Volcanoes

For a volcano to form, what molten substance must

rise to the surface?

adjective

1 2 Matter

What phase of water is least dense?

magma gas fwater vapor^
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1  Calorie Counting

If there are about 520 calories in a Big Mac and If
you burn 100 calories per hour sitting up
watching TV, how many hours and minutes will it
take to burn up the 530 calories in a Big Mac?

1  Colonial Charters

Many colonial charters granted rights to land
"from sea to sea." But Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland, and two other colonies had no
western lands. Name either of those.

5 hours 12 minutes

2  Legends

Who was the most famous legendary American
railroad engineer?

New Hampshire. Rhode Island

2  Change of State

What is the opposite of evaporation?

Casev Jones

3  Ancient Literature

What ancient Greek wrote of a miser and his gold, a
nurse and a wolf, a lion and a mouse, and an ant and

a grasshopper?

condensation

3  Oceania

Two major islands comprise most of what country
southeast of Australia?

Aesop

4  Traditions

What are these rules about?

It should not be displayed when the weather is
inclement. It should never be displayed with

the union down, except as a signal of dire
distress. It should never touch the ground.

New Zealand

4  Olympics

Since the fifth Olympics were held in 760 BC, in
what year were the first Olympics held?

American flao

5  Herbivores

What is the term for an herbivore feeding on
grasses and low-growing vegetation?

776 BC

5  Compasses

Which is first on an alphabetical list of cardinal

points on a compass?

grazing (grazer)
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6  Averages

What is the average of the first five composite
numbers?

6  Gulfs

The Gulf of Mexico is bordered by Mexico, Texas,
Louisiana, and what three other states?

7.4

7  Literature

What kind of literature includes odes, elegies,
sonnets, epics, quatrains, haikus, and limericks?

Alabama. Mississippi. Florida

7  Lowlands

What are broad regions of flat lowlands called?

poetry

8  Longitude

Name the end points of every line of longitude.

plains fpeneplains)

8  Rodents

What big rodents, often more than 3 feet long and
weighing up to 55 pounds, have broad, flat tails
covered with scaly skin?

North Pole. South Pole

9  Earthquake Math

About 365,000 very minor earthquakes are
recorded world-wide each year. On average, how
many of these occur every day?

beavers

9  Etymology

What term for a sovereign was derived from a
Greek prefix meaning "one" and the verb "arkhein"
meaning "to rule"?

1000

1 0 Gastropods

Name the snail-like creatures that lack shells.

monarch

1 0 Supernovae

These are constellations in what galaxy?

Centaurus

Sagittarius

Scorpius
Taurus

Cassiopeia

slues Milkv Way
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1 1 Maps

On a map of the world, what Imaginary line is
equidistant from the north and south poles?

1 1 Cephalopods

Octopi and squid can release a cloud of dark liquid
to confuse predators. Name that substance.

equator

1 2 Fish

There are more than 500 species of fish with
specialized organs that produce electric
discharges. These include certain rays, skates,
catfish, and what snakelike, scaleless fish?

ink

1 2 Ratios

To the nearest 10th, the ratio of 11 to 17 has what

decimal value?

eels ■ 65
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1  Gone Fishing

Rancid left his cabin at 6:45 a.m. to go fishing, and
returned at 7:30 p.m. How long was he gone?

1  Books

These are what kind of books?

-Who's Who in American Politics

-Oxford Companion to the Theater
-National Zip Code Directory

-Chambers Biographical Dictionary

12 3/4 hours (12 hours 45 minutest

2  Prefixes

What is the meaning of the prefix in words such as
heliometer, heliostat, and heliosphere?

references

2  Bears

What bear that once Inhabited most of the country

west of the f\/lississippi from Mexico north to the
Arctic Circle was designated a threatened species
by the U.S. Congress in 1975?

Sun

3  Fossils

Fossils are only found in which broad category of
rock?

grizzly bear

3  Monuments

In what city is there a memorial with this
inscription?

In this temple
as in the hearts of the people

for whom he saved the Union

the memory of Abraham Lincoln

is enshrined forever.

sedimentarv rock

4  Amendments

Some of the original framers of the Constitution
and many of the delegates in state-ratifying
conventions were concerned that the document did

not specify individual rights. These concerns were
alleviated with the first ten amendments

collectively known as what?

Washinoton D.C.

4  Aesthetics

According to the proverb, what that is only skin

deep is in the eye of the beholder?

Bill of Rights

5  Circles

What percentage of a circle is contained in a

semicircle?

beauty

5  Parodies

These titles of fictional books parody many of those

written by what American author?

YentI the Lentil

Green Cheese and Spam
The Cat in the Blender

How the Grinch Stole Columbus Day

50% Dr. Seuss
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6  Settling the Midwest

Settlers on the Great Plains used blocks of what

readily available material to build their houses
and barns?

sod

7  Early American Geography

The land in America that was known in the late

18th century as the Northwest Territory was
located north and west of what mountain system?

6  Poems

What seasonal poem includes these phrases?
-of each little hoof

-with a bound

-of a thistle

-with ashes and soot

-of the wall

-of the new-fallen snow

-in their heads

A Visit from St. Nicholas fNiaht before Xmasi

7  Southern Countries

What is the southernmost country in South

America?

Appalachians

8  The Moon

Depending on the locations of the Earth, Moon, and
Sun, the appearance of the Moon changes. These
distinct, repetitive stages in the Moon's

appearance are called what?

Chile

8  Proportion Problems

Equipment in a grape juice factory fills 150
bottles of grape juice every 8 minutes. How many
minutes would be required to fill 1350 bottles?

phases

9  New Words

What American author introduced these

neologisms?
proo, seersucker, preep, nerkle, nerd

72

9  Word Squares

What is the fourth line in a word square that
begins with these words?
atom

tame

omen

Dr. Seuss

1 0 Arthropod Poetry

These lines from a Mary Howitt poem are about
what two arthropods?
The way into my parlor is up a winding stair.
And I have many pretty things to show when
you are there.

mend

1 0 American Literature

The headless horseman appears in what story?

spider, fiv The Legend of Sleepv Hollow
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1 1 Timekeeping

The Dutch scientist Chrlstiaan Huygens is credited
with building the first clock involving what body
suspended from a fixed support that swings back
and forth under the influence of gravity?

1 1 The Wisdom of Oz

What two words complete this excerpt from "The
Wizard of Oz"?

No matter how dreary and gray our homes are,
we people of flesh and blood would rather live
there than in any other country, be it ever so
beautiful. There is no place ...

pendulum

1 2 References

What has been described as "a guide to the spelling
of words, provided you know how to spell them"?

like home

1 2 Greek Myths

Prometheus brought the gift of fire to mankind
that Involves a suitable kindling temperature, a
fuel, and what element?

dictionarv oxvgen
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1  Statues

The statues of Ronald Reagan and Junipero Serra in
Statuary Hall were contributed by what state?

1  Tense

Express "he drives" in the future tense.

CalifDrnIa

2  Mysteries

Name the series of mysteries by Ron Roy that
includes these titles.

The Absent Author, The Bald Bandit, The

Canary Caper, The Deadly Dungeon, The Empty
Envelope, The Yellow Yacht, The Zombie Zone

he will drive

2  Idioms

What word is missing In these anatomical idioms?
close to the -™

have a —- to pick with someone
chilled to the —-

dry as a ■—

A to Z Mvsteries

3  Power Plants

Most power plants use heat from burning a fossil
fuel to produce what gaseous substance that turns
the turbines that generate electricity?

bone

3  Books

What is the collective name for these kinds of
books?

phrase book, directory, handbook, atlas,
thesaurus, encyclopedia, dictionary

steam

4  Arabic Literature

In the "Arabian Nights," we read of Aladdin and his
lamp, Ali Baba and the thieves, and the seven
voyages of what sailor?

reference books Preferences)

4  Reptiles
Name the only continent on which no reptiles are
found.

Sinbad

5  Tornadoes

In Tornado Alley, cold dry air from Canada and the
Rockies meets warm moist air from what body of
water to the south?

Antarctica

5  Legends
What legendary medieval Englishman who fought
against tyranny and injustice is remembered for
stealing from the rich and giving to the poor?

Gulf of Mexico Robin Hood
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6  Alloy Math

Steel consists of 99% iron and 1% carbon. How

many kilograms of carbon are needed to make 4

tons of steel?

6  Fraction Subtraction

Subtract 2 5/8 from 4 3/8.

7  Word Squares

What is the fourth word in a word square that
begins with these words?
bing

1  3/4 for 11/8^

7  Planets

Orbiting at an average distance of about 36 million
miles, what is the planet nearest the Sun?

icon

nova

gnat

8  Ancient Geology

What geological process is indicated in this quote
by Lucretius?
The falling drops at last will wear the stone.

f^ercurv

8  Elemental Limericks

The name of what element completes this
limerick?

This reddish-brown metal is proper
When made into coins, says this shopper,
And also, it's fine

As electrical line.

It's the 29th element ...

erosion

9  Cycles

The hydrologic cycle involves the transport of
water between the land, the sea, and what else?

copper

9  Factors

What is the greatest common factor of 12 and 30?

the atmosphere fskyi

1 0 Rivers

A river begins at its headwaters and ends at its

what?

1 0 Dinosaurs

Millions of years ago, they roamed more or less
where the buffalo roamed in North America more

recently. Name these three-horned dinosaurs.

mouth triceratops
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1 1 Money

What word appears above the head of Washington
on the quarter?

1 1 Engineering Challenges

One of the major engineering challenges in the
construction of the Golden Gate Bridge was its
proximity to what geological fault?

Liberty

1 2 Fantasies

What story by U.K. Rowling begins with this?
Mr. and Mrs. Dursley, of number four, Privet
Drive, were proud to say that they were
perfectly normal, thank you very much. They
were the last people you'd expect to be
involved in anything strange or mysterious,
because they just didn't hold with such

nonsense.

Harrv Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone

San Andreas fault

1 2 Double Meaning

What word in this headline has a double meaning?
Big Rig Carrying Fruit Crashes on Freeway,

Creates Jam

jam
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1  Matter

What unit of matter consists of a nucleus

surrounded by a cloud of electrons?

1  Bad Business Math

If you bought 20 used Hula Hoops for $90 and sold
them for $2 each, what is your loss?

atom

2  Skin

What commonly form on the fingers of a guitar
player who does a lot of strumming, on the feet of

athletes who do a lot of running, or on the middle
finger of the dominant hand of someone who writes
a lot with a pen or pencil?

$50

2  Factoring

What Is the number If these are Its factors?

2x2x2x3

3  Astronomy

Astronomers regard all of the following as
different types of what?
giant
dwarf

nova

neutron

calluses 2A

3  African Americans

In what colonial city was Crispus Attucks killed by
British soldiers?

stars

4  Meteorological Poems

This verse is about what atmospheric phenomena?
White sheep, white sheep, on a blue hill,
When the wind stops, you all stand still.
When the wind blows, you walk away slow.

White sheep, white sheep,
Where did you go?

Boston

4  Chariots of Fire

The Greek god Helios drove his chariot toward what
cardinal direction?

clouds

5  Memorials

At what memorial in Keystone, South Dakota, can
visitors walk the Presidential Trail and get a close
view of four American leaders?

west

5  Lightning

The pressure wave that accompanies lightning
causes what?

Mount Rushmore thunder
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6  Wordplay

If you replace "w" with "t" in the words "what,

where, and when," you get what answers?

6  Vacation Problems

A certain cruise ship has 170 life jackets, enough
for 85% of its passengers. How many passengers
were on the ship?

that, there, then

7  Alliterative Cliches

What word completes this saying?
Out of the frying pan and into the ...

200

7  Chemistry

What table separates the elements into such groups
as alkali metals, alkaline earths, metalloids,

metals, and halogens?

8  Compasses

On a compass, what is directly opposite from
SSW?

fire periodic table

8  Textiles

Name the protective cases made by silkworms that
can be unwound to produce a fine textile.

NNE

9  Poetry Parts

In a poem, one or more lines that are repeated at

the end of each succeeding stanza make up what?

cocoons

9  Sets

What is the set of ail numbers whose absolute

value equals 7?

the refrain

1 0 U.S. History

The phrase "United States of America" was first
formally used in what American document?

7. -7

1 0 Scientific Swingers

What device is basically a suspended weight that
swings back and forth in a regular periodic
motion?

Declaration of Independence pendulum
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1 1 Prize Winners

Who won a Pulitzer Prize for his 1953

autobiography, "The Spirit of St. Louis"?

1 1 Geological Phenomena

What phenomenon is studied by seismologists?

Charles Lindbergh

1 2 International Trade

What is the term for goods or services produced in
one country and sold to another country?

earthquakes

1 2 American Legends

Tales about him said he could outrun, out-hop,
out-jump, throw down, drag out, and lick any man
in the country. Name this early 19th century
legendary keelboater who plied the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers.

exports Mike Fink
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1  Platitudes

What pronoun is missing in each of these
platitudes?

Maybe — heart just isn't in it.
You have to know —- limitations.

—- time will come.

You have ---- whole life ahead of you.
You still have —- health.

2  What's the Object?

What is the direct object in this lyric?
In fourteen hundred ninety-two,
Columbus sailed the ocean blue.

your

1  Namesakes

The month of August was named after a leader of
what empire?

Roman Empire

2  Freedom

To what country was the Marquis de Lafayette
referring when he wrote this?

Humanity has won its battle. Liberty now has
a country.

3  Colonies

Baltimore and Annapolis were cities in what
American colony?

ocean United States

3  Nouns

These are examples of what kind of nouns?
toothpaste, policeman, boyfriend, motorcycle,
greenhouse, lookout, bluebird, rainfall

Marvland

4  Caribbean Countries

What is the largest country contained by a triangle
extending from the easternmost point of the
Yucatan Peninsula, the westernmost point of
Hispaniola, and the southernmost point of Florida?

compound nouns

4  Moisture

What is the term for moisture that condenses on

the surfaces of objects left outside overnight?

Cuba

5  Antecedents

What is the antecedent of the pronoun in this line?
The leaves have turned yellow and
even then they are on the tree.

dew ffrost)

5  The Deer Family

What bony structures grow each year on the skulls
of male animals such as the reindeer, elk, caribou,

and deer?

leaves antlers
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6  Familiar Phrases

The name of what bird is missing in these
expressions?
Your -— is cooked.

I'm on a wild —- chase.

They killed the —- that laid the golden eggs.

6  Ratios

If you need 7 sandwiches for every 9 guests, how
many sandwiches are needed for 63 guests?

Qoose

7  Literary Forms

What form of literature is an account of a person's

life as told by his son?

49

7  American Literature

To whom does the pronoun refer in this excerpt?
In addition to his teaching vocation, he was the
singing master of the neighborhood. Among his
musical disciples was one Katrina Van Tassel,
the only child of a Dutch farmer.

biographv

8  Music Prefixes

An octet is written for how many voices?

Ichabod Crane

8  Marine Life

What marine creature not only has eight arms but
also two head fins and two side fins?

9  Genre

These works fall into what literary genre?
The Lord of the Rings
The Tale of Peter Rabbit

Charlotte's Web

The Wind in the Willows

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone

squid

9  Chickens

What is the name for an adult male chicken?

fantasy

1 0 Historical Planetary Divisions

While the New World consists of the Americas,

what three continents comprise the Old World?

rooster

1 0 Chiming, Simply Chiming

Wind chimes are what kind of musical

instrument?

Europe. Asia. Africa percussion
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1 1 Handling of the Dead

The Egyptians developed a form of embalming
called what?

1 1 Tentacles

Since an octopus has 1920 suction cups on Its
tentacles, how many does It have on each?

mummification (mummlfvlna)

1 2 Tense

What word should have been used In this line?

The snow has fell for the last sixteen

hours straight.

240

1 2 Poetic Mysteries

What Is the collective name for the "others" in the

poem beginning with these lines?

What Is It about you, Europe?
You don't got an "A" like all the others?

fallen continents
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1  Forms of Music

What is the name for a soothing song used to help a
child sleep?

1  Accident Math

If 37,000 people died in U.S. traffic accidents in a
certain year, that amounts to an average of how
many deaths per day?

lullaby

2  Anthropology

These are groups of early inhabitants of what
continent?

Pomo

Bella Coola

Micmac

Chickasaw

Chinook

Zuni

North America

3  Countries

Malta is an island country in what body of water?

101

2  Context Clues

What is the context clue for "resolute" in this

line?

I am determined to graduate with honor
and my brother is just as resolute.

determined

3  Maps

What kind of map represents relief by means of
contour lines?

Mediterranean Sea

4  Geometric Theorems

Two straight lines can intersect at how many
points?

topographic ftopo) map

4  State Name Puns

"The same thing Arkansas" is the answer to the
question, "What did Tennessee?" And to the

question, "What did Delaware?" the answer is "a
brand ..."

5  Heteronyms

Spell the heteronym that has these meanings,
-to bend forward at the waist

-a weapon that shoots arrows

-the front of a ship
-a device used to play a violin

1  New Jersey

5  Berries

The berries of what parasitic shrub used in

Christmas decorations are poisonous?

bow mistletoe
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6  Ancient Roman Constructions

What was carried to cities of the Roman Empire by
means of aqueducts?

6  Phrases

What is the prepositional phrase in the song, "Row
Row Row Your Boat"?

water

7  Hemispheres

The Southern Hemisphere contains all or parts of
how many continents?

down the stream

7  Atmospheric Pressure

As elevation increases, what happens to air
pressure?

8  Evolution

Into what structures have the wings of penguins
evolved?

It decreases.

8  Fictional Trials

In what famous short story is an accused person

required to open one of two doors, behind one of
which was a fair maiden and behind the other a

fierce carnivorous feline?

flippers

9  Hybrids

Beefalo are crosses between cattle and what other

herbivores?

bison (buffalo)

1 0 Folksongs

Who, according to the song, put a piece of bird
plumage into his chapeau and called it a pasta of
wheat flour pressed into hollow tubes?

The Ladv or the Tioer

9  Silly Poems

What words complete this verse by Shel
Silverstein?

I'll sing you a poem of a silly young king,
Who played with the world at the end of a

string,
But he only loved one single thing -

And that was just a ...

peanut butter sandwich

1 0 State Etymology

According to some sources, the name of what state
was derived from this Spanish phrase?

zonas aridas

Yankee Doodle Arizona
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1 1 Currency

What country that Is geographically closest to the

United States also calls its unit of currency a
dollar?

1 1 Hans Christian Andersen

What story by Hans Christian Andersen could have
had this title?

The Unattractive and Homely Young Swimming
Bird with the Broad Flat Bill and Webbed Feet

Canada

1 2 Superstitions

One Friday the 13th, Mort broke a mirror after
spilling some salt, walking beneath a ladder, and

opening an umbrella in his living room. Given
these incidents, what mammal that crossed his

path moments later?

The Ualv Duckling

1 2 Moods

What adjective with the same root as "neuron"
indicates someone who is anxious, apprehensive,

distressed, and agitated?

black cat nervous fneurotici
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1  Art Forms

Name the Image of an object, animal, or person
that Is represented by a solid shape of a single
color.

1  Maps

What Is the range of latitudes In the Northern
Hemisphere?

silhouette

2  Numbers

Which number does not fit In this group?
3, 7, 15, 17, 22, 27, 29. 35

0 to 90 degrees

2  Fictional Characters

What fictional character lived with his Uncle

Vernon, his Aunt Petunia, and his cousin Dudley?

22 fit is not oddf

3  Space Exploration

In 1972, the U.S. launched Pioneer 10, the

world's first outer-planetary probe on its 620
million mile journey to the solar system's largest
planet. Name that heavenly body.

Harrv Potter

3  Botany Etymology

What term relating to tree foliage was derived
from the Latin word "decldere" meaning "to fall
off"?

Jupiter

4  Coughing

Studies have shown that nocturnal coughing can be
significantly reduced by a spoonful of what
substance produced by certain winged,
hairy-bodied stinging insects?

deciduous

4  Traffic Jams

In 1868, a Kansas Pacific locomotive had to wait

eight hours while a herd of what kind of animals
ambled across the tracks?

5  Islands

What ocean Is north of Hispanlola?

honev buffalo fbison^

5  Root Words

What Is the meaning of the root word In
"stelllform," "constellation" "stellate," and

"interstellar"?

Atlantic star
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6  Fantasy Novels

These are in what story by Ian Fleming?
-a Paragon Panther
-Soapy Sam and Blood-Money Banks
-Madame Bon-Bon's fudge recipe

-the confectioner Lord Skrumshus

-the inventor Caractacus Pott

6  Planets

Which vowel does not appear in the names of the

eight planets of our solar system?

Chittv Chittv Bang Bang

7  Livestock

What Italian explorer in service of Spain was

responsible for bringing the first horses and
livestock to the New World?

7  Continents

There are no indigenous people on what continent?

Christopher Columbus

8  Sllverstein

This is from what book by Shel Silverstein?

Once there was a tree and she loved a little

boy.

Antarctica

8  Nonflction

What is the term for a true story written about a
real person by that person?

The Giving Tree

9  Pollution

Each day, over 500 million of them are used and

discarded in just the U.S., enough to fill 127
school busses. Name these little plastic tubes that
eventually disintegrate into tiny microbeads.

autobiooraphv

9  Insect Metamorphosis

Cocoons are made of what substance?

straws

1 0 Continents

Antarctica and what two other continents have no

landlocked countries?

silk

1 0 Native Architecture

The pueblos built by the Anasazi, Hopi, Zuni, and
Taos people were made mainly of stone or what
sun-dried material?

North America. Australia adobe
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1 1 Proverbs

What word is missing in each of these proverbs?
—- Is a good servant but a poor master.
A crooked log makes a good -—.
In the coldest flint there is hot

Where there's smoke there's -—.

Fight — with —.

1 1 Continents

Antarctica is bigger than Europe and almost double
the size of that other continent?

fire

1 2 Beliefs

What kind of beliefs are Illustrated in these

examples?
-ringing bells frighten evil spirits away
-wearing opal brings bad luck
-a horseshoe hung in your bedroom with its
ends pointing up keeps nightmares away
-avoid anything important on Friday the 13th

Australia

1 2 Eponyms

What towns in both Georgia and New Jersey were
named for the inventor of the phonograph and

incandescent lamp?

superstitions Edison


